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SUMMARY

Free-standing metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) with controllable structure and
good stability are emerging as promising materials for applications in flexible
pressure sensors and energy-storage devices. However, the inherent low electri-
cal conductivity of MOF-basedmaterials requires complex preparation processes
that involve high-temperature carbonization. This work presents a simplemethod
to grow conductive nickel MOF nanowire arrays on carbon cloth (Ni-CAT@CC)
and use Ni-CAT@CC as the functional electrodes for flexible piezoresistive
sensor. The resulting sensor is able to monitor human activity, including elbow
bending, knee bending, and wrist bending. Besides, the soft-packaged aqueous
Ni-Zn battery is assembled with Ni-CAT@CC, a piece of glass microfiber filters,
and Zn foil acting as cathode, separator, and anode, respectively. The Ni-Zn bat-
tery can be used as a power source for finger pressure monitoring. This work
demonstrates free-standing MOF-based nanowires as bifunctional fabric elec-
trodes for wearable electronics.

INTRODUCTION

The development of flexible and wearable sensing devices is of great importance in personal lifestyle and

healthcare.1–3 Among them, flexible pressure sensors are considered to be the most exciting smart sensors

due to their extensive fields of application, such as pulse wave monitoring,4 human motion perception,5,6

soft robotics,7 and human-machine interfaces.8 Piezoresistive sensors, as a type of pressure sensors, have

gained much interest on account of their simple structure and easy integration.9–16 It is generally believed

that the material choice and the construction of the device geometry have a significant influence on the

performance of piezoresistive sensors as the resistance of the active materials is modulated by changing

the geometry of the material when external pressure is applied.17 Consequently, the development of pie-

zoresistive sensors, from structural design to material selection, remains a major challenge.

To date, smart textiles have been developed for a wide range of wearable devices and have been used to

monitor physiological parameters.18–23 Commercial carbon cloth (CC) is a low-cost textile with high flexi-

bility and good conductivity, which is widely used in flexible supercapacitors and batteries.24–26 Currently,

CC has shown excellent application prospects in the areas of piezoresistive pressure sensing. In a recent

example, Chen et al. reported that a flexible piezoresistive pressure sensor based on carbon nanotubes/

CC with a high sensitivity (z120 kPa�1) could monitor human physiological signals.27 More recently,

Wang et al. developed MXene/FeCo alloy@carbon-decorated CC with excellent pressure sensing perfor-

mance that could be used for human motion perception.28 Thus, it is highly desirable to fabricate the pie-

zoresistive pressure sensor by using CC as a flexible substrate.

Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), also known as porous coordination polymers, have been explored for a

number of applications including energy conversion and storage,29 triboelectric nanogenerators,30–32

catalysis,33 and thermoelectric.34,35 With the merits of reliable host-guest interactions and responsiveness

to chemical stimuli, MOFs have attracted increasing interest in the field of electronic sensors.36 To pursue

broader applications, recent studies have focused on MOFs materials as promising candidates for piezor-

esistive pressure sensors. For instance, Zhao et al. reported a flexible piezoresistive sensor based on MOF-

derived porous carbon and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) composite, which was obtained by carbonization
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and acid etching of MOF-5 and then mechanical mixing with PDMS.37 It showed excellent properties for

pressure sensing and could detect human motions. Wang et al. investigated carbonized zeolitic imidazole

framework-8 (ZIF-8) and polyaniline nanofiber on polyurethane sponge to assemble a flexible piezoresistive

sensor with a high sensitivity that could monitor human motions.38 However, these MOF-based materials

suffer from complicated fabrication processes that usually require high-temperature carbonization to

improve their electrical conductivity, which increases the cost. As a result, there is a need to simplify the

fabrication process of MOF-based materials as flexible pressure sensors.

Due to their intrinsic electrical conductivities and periodic porous structures, conductive MOFs as the active

materials provide a promising way for the fabrication of piezoresistive pressure sensors.39,40 For example,

Zhou et al. reported conductive Cu3(HHTP)2 MOF into a well-aligned MOF hybrid array on copper mesh

for flexible pressure sensor and applied to monitor the human pulse and finger motion.39 In this paper, we

demonstrate a conductive MOF, nickel triphenylene-fused metal catecholate (Ni-CAT), as active materials

for the fabrication of MOF-based piezoresistive pressure sensor by a simple hydrothermal method. Ni-

CAT nanowires were in situ grown on the surface of CC (denoted as Ni-CAT@CC), and it has succeeded to

be assembled as flexible pressure sensor. This sensor has a moderate response/recovery time and good sta-

bility and can alsomonitor humanmotions. Furthermore, we have explored the soft-packaged aqueous Ni-Zn

battery, in which the Ni-CAT@CC, glass microfiber filters, and Zn foil serve as the cathode, separator, and

anode, respectively. It can be used as a power source for finger pressure monitoring. Totally, this design

concept of a bifunctional, lightweight, and flexible textile can be used not only for flexible piezoresistive pres-

sure sensors but also for Ni-Zn battery, showing high potential for wearable applications.

RESULTS

Preparation and characterization

The preparation process of the Ni-CAT@CC composite is schematically illustrated in Figure 1A. The struc-

ture of MOF nanowires on CC was synthesized by hydrothermal method. In particular, to improve the

Figure 1. Microstructural and chemical characterizations

(A) Schematic illustration of the preparation of Ni-CAT@CC composite film.

(B and C) SEM images of Ni-CAT@CC at different magnifications.

(D and E) TEM image of Ni-CAT (D) with corresponding EDX elemental mapping (E).

(F) EDX spectra of Ni-CAT.

(G) XRD patterns of the Ni-CAT powder, pristine CC, and Ni-CAT@CC.
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hydrophilicity of the CC, we chose the oxygen plasma treatment before use. The oxygen plasma-treated

CC was added with homogeneous solution composed of the Ni(II) and 2,3,6,7,10,11-hexahydroxytripheny-

lene (HHTP) ligands prior to forming a Ni-CAT@CC composite film. The sensors were prepared as follows:

the two layers of Ni-CAT@CC (2 3 2 cm2) were stacked, and the top and bottom layers were bonded to

copper wires with copper foils. Finally, the sensor was encapsulated using PDMS film as the top layer

and polyimide tape as the bottom layer to ensure that the Ni-CAT@CC-based sensor is flexible and

durable.

As shown in Figure 1B, the uniform coverage of Ni-CAT nanowires on the CC was observed by scanning

electronmicroscopy (SEM). Due to the hydrophilic CC substrate, numerous Ni-CAT nanowires were epitax-

ially grown out from the CC substrate surface (Figure 1C), which is beneficial to the large number of point

faces contacting between the Ni-CAT@CC and PDMS film. The structure and composition of the Ni-

CAT@CC composite film weremeasured by transmission electronmicroscopy (TEM) and energy dispersive

X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy, as shown in Figures 1D�1F. In Figure 1D, the TEM image of the Ni-CAT

(removed from the Ni-CAT@CC surface) shows the structure of the nanowire. The corresponding EDX im-

ages suggest the homogeneous distribution of C, O, and Ni elements (Figure 1E), and the signal for Ni con-

tent was 5.85%, confirming the successful growth of Ni-CAT on CC (Figure 1F). The X-ray diffractometer

(XRD) patterns of Ni-CAT powder, pristine CC, and Ni-CAT@CC are shown in Figure 1G. The peaks

observed in the XRD pattern of Ni-CAT powder were in good agreement with those previously re-

ported.41,42 The diffraction peaks at 2q = 26� and 44� show the typical peaks of the pristine CC, which

were assigned to the (002) and (100) planes of amorphous carbon.25 The characteristic peak at 14.2� ap-

peared in Ni-CAT@CC, further demonstrating the successful preparation of Ni-CAT grown on the surface

of CC.

The surface chemical states of Ni-CAT@CC composite film are further examined by X-ray photoelectron

spectroscopy (XPS), which clearly displays the three signals of C, O, and Ni elements (Figure 2A). This result

further indicates the presence of the Ni element in Ni-CAT@CC, which is in accordance with the result of

the EDX mapping. As shown in Figure 2B, the C 1s XPS spectrum of Ni-CAT@CC could be fitted into three

peaks at z284.7, z286.3, and z288.4 eV, which were attributed to C=C, C=O, and C-O, respectively.43

The O 1s XPS spectrum displayed two peaks at z531.4 and z533.1 eV (Figure 2C), which corresponded

Figure 2. XPS spectra of Ni-CAT@CC sample

(A) XPS survey scan of Ni-CAT@CC.

(B) XPS spectra of C 1s regions of Ni-CAT@CC.

(C) XPS spectra of O 1s regions of Ni-CAT@CC.

(D) XPS spectra of Ni 2P regions of Ni-CAT@CC.
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to Ni-O and C-O, respectively.43 The Ni 2p region (Figure 2D) exhibited two main peaks at 855.7 and 874.1

eV, which were related to the Ni 2p3/2 and Ni 2p1/2 of Ni(II), respectively.43,44 Taken together, these results

indicate the successful synthesis of the Ni-CAT@CC composite film.

Sensing properties of Ni-CAT@CC-based sensor

The principle of piezoresistive pressure sensors is based on the piezoresistive effect, that is, the change in

resistance of a material when stimulated by an applied pressure.45 Piezoresistive pressure sensors are able

to detect pressure bymeans of the changes in resistance of devices when they are deformed.46 The sensing

properties of the Ni-CAT@CC-based piezoresistive sensors were studied. Figure 3A presents the current-

voltage curves of the assembled sensor, which vary from�1.0 to 1.0 V at different pressures, and the inset of

Figure 3A displays the photo of the flexible piezoresistive pressure sensor based on Ni-CAT@CC compos-

ite. Apparently, a good linear relationship of all the curves was observed, and an increase of the curve slope

was obtained by increasing the pressure, suggesting a good ohmic contact.47 As revealed in Figure 3B, the

rate of current variation increased as the pressure increased. The Ni-CAT@CC-based sensor possesses the

ability to detect different pressures and has a stable response. Sensitivity (S) is a key parameter and can be

expressed as S = (DI/I0)/DP, where DI represents the relative change in current, I0 means the initial current

Figure 3. Performance of the Ni-CAT@CC-based piezoresistive pressure sensor

(A) I-V curves of the Ni-CAT@CC sensor device under different applied pressures.

(B) I-T curves of the Ni-CAT@CC-based sensor response under different pressures.

(C) Sensitivity curve of the Ni-CAT@CC-based sensor.

(D) Response/recovery time of Ni-CAT@CC-based pressure sensor under 15 kPa.

(E) Stability test of the device.

(F–I) Application tests of Ni-CAT@CC-based sensor for real-time human activity monitoring including finger bending (F), wrist bending (G), elbow bending

(H), and knee bending (I) are shown in the form of I-T curves.
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without pressure, and DP is the relative change in pressure.6 Figure 3C depicts the sensitivity curve of

Ni-CAT@CC-based sensor. The S of this device was 1.02 kPa�1 in a pressure range of 0–5 kPa and

0.33 kPa�1 in the range of 5–25 kPa. The results reveal that the value of S decreases with external load.

The reason should be that the flexible Ni-CAT@CC layer initially deforms as the applied pressure increases.

When pressure was applied to the sensor surface, the plane-to-plane contact area increased and more

conductive paths were formed, resulting in lower resistance.48 As the pressure continued to increase,

the contact points of the Ni-CAT@CC were in close contact and the conductive paths reached saturation,

leading to resistance changes with lower sensitivity.27 Figure 3D shows the real-time response curve of the

Ni-CAT@CC-based sensor. As can be seen, the response/recovery time is 290/396 ms under the force of

15 kPa, which is applicable to monitor human motion.49,50 As shown in Figure 3E, the sensor shows

good stability during the 2,000 s test under 20 kPa, indicating the mechanical robustness with good poten-

tial for applications. Moreover, tests were carried out by attaching the sensor to joints of the human body

using a piece of medical scotch tape and collecting real-time motion signals of human fingers, wrists, el-

bows, and knees (Figures 3F–3I). The results show that the sensor can recognize different human activities

by comparing shape and intensity. Overall, the good stability and moderate response/recovery time make

it an ideal wearable device that can detect real-time motion signals of different parts of the human body.

Electrochemical properties of Ni-CAT@CC-based Ni-Zn battery

The schematic of the soft-packaged battery was assembled as shown in Figure 4A, using the activated Ni-

CAT@CC composite film as the cathode, Zn foil as the anode, and 1M KOH as the aqueous electrolyte. The

inset of Figure 4B shows the digital image of the soft-packaged aqueous Ni-Zn battery encapsulated by

aluminum plastic film. Figure 4B displays the cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves of the assembled battery re-

corded at scan rates between 2 and 10 mV s�1. Notably, all the curves have strong pairs of redox peaks

in the potential window between 1.1 and 2.1 V, suggesting the typical battery-type electrochemical

behavior.51 The galvanostatic charge-discharge (GCD) curves of the soft-packaged battery were recorded

at different current densities, as shown in Figure 4C. The discharge capacity of 0.017 mA h cm�2 was ob-

tained at low current density, whereas as the current density increased to 0.5 mA cm�2, the discharge ca-

pacity decreased to 0.008 mA h cm�2. At the same time, the cycling performance of the Ni//Zn battery was

also tested, as shown in Figure S1. It was found that the capacity of the Ni//Zn battery remained 76% after

Figure 4. Electrochemical performances of Ni-CAT@CC-based soft-packaged aqueous Ni-Zn battery

(A) Schematic of Ni-Zn battery based on metallic Zn and Ni-CAT@CC cathode.

(B) CV curves of as-assembled Ni//Zn battery at various scan rates.

(C) GCD curves of as-assembled Ni//Zn battery at different current densities.

(D) The digital images of the integrated systemwhere the Ni-CAT@CC based sensor was connected to the Ni//Zn battery.

(E) Detection of finger touch powered by Ni//Zn battery.
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100 cycles. The charging and discharging behavior of Ni-CAT@CC at a current density of 0.3 mA cm�2 was

also investigated (Figure S2A), and the corresponding high-resolution Ni 2p XPS spectra of Ni-CAT@CC at

different charging/discharging states are shown in Figures S2B–S2F. The electrochemical conversion be-

tween Ni2+ and Ni3+ was demonstrated, similar to that previously reported for the Ni-MOF.44,51 Consid-

ering the practical applications in wearable devices, a simple integration system was designed. As shown

in Figure 4D, a Ni-CAT@CC-based sensor was connected to a Ni-CAT@CC-based cell, and the cell was

used as the power source. Meanwhile, by connecting the sensor to a source meter (Keithley 2450), a test

system is formed. Figure 4E depicts the response of the Ni-CAT@CC-based sensor to finger touch. Finger

touch can be detected when the sensor is pressed with a finger, proving that the dual-function Ni-CAT@CC

can be used not only as a sensor but also as a self-powered device.

DISCUSSION

In summary, the Ni-CAT@CC was synthesized by employing a facile and effective method, and the Ni-

CAT@CC-based pressure sensor was assembled. Taking advantage of the integrated benefits of the mod-

erate response/recovery time, wide linear ranges, and good stability, we explored the practical application

of the fabricated sensor to monitor human activity in real time. In addition, the Ni-CAT@CC composite film

was also used as a cathode to develop a soft-packaged aqueous Ni-Zn battery as well. The assembled Ni-

Zn battery was used as a power source for the Ni-CAT@CC-based pressure sensor, providing an excellent

template for the fabrication of multifunctional wearable devices.

Limitations of the study

The construction of a flexible, free-standing composite film using CC and 2D conductive MOF provides a

simple method and feasible solution for the fabrication of the piezoresistive sensors. The conductive MOF

serves as the active component to sense the external pressure. However, the Ni-CAT@CC-based piezore-

sistive sensors lack high sensitivity and fast response time, which has limited their applications to sensing

the very low to high pressure range. The design and fabrication of high-performance materials for both

sensing and energy storage will be a major focus of future research. We expect multifunctional materials

to play an important role in wearable electronic devices.
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METHOD DETAILS

Preparation of Ni-CAT@CC composite

First, the CC was placed in a 50 mL beaker and ultrasonicated with anhydrous ethanol and deionized water

for 5 min, respectively. Then, the CC was washed with deionized water and dried in an oven at 60 �C over-

night. Next, the cleanedCCwas treated with an oxygen plasma generator (100W) for 20min to obtainmore

hydrophilic surface. Simultaneously, the Ni-CAT nanowires were prepared according to previously re-

ported method with few modifications.42,52 Briefly, 0.02 g Ni(OAc)2$4H2O was added into a 20 mL vessel,

and then 0.014 g 2,3,6,7,10,11-hexahydroxytriphenylene hydrate was added into the vessel. Afterwards,

8 mL of deionized water was put into the above vessel, followed by ultrasonication for 30 min to acquire

the homogeneous solution. Subsequently, a piece of the oxygen plasma treated CC (232 cm2) was fully

immersed in the above solution, and the sealed vessel was placed in an oven and reacted at 80�C for 4

h. Finally, after cooling to room temperature, the Ni-CAT@CC was taken out from the vessel, washed

several times with ethanol and deionized water, and oven dried at 60�C overnight. The thickness of the

Ni-CAT@CC composite film was � 0.342 mm.

Assembly of piezoresistive sensor based on Ni-CAT@CC

The polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) film was bought from Hefei Keliao New Materials Co., Ltd., and the thick-

ness of the PDMS film was 300 mm. The PDMS film was cut into a size of 3 cm 3 3 cm. Two pieces of Ni-

CAT@CC (23 2 cm2) were placed face to face between the upper PDMS film and the lower polyimide tapes.

And a copper wire was connected to one end of each Ni-CAT@CC composites film, and copper foil (1 cm 3

0.5 cm) was pasted on each side to fix the copper wire. The piezoresistive sensor based on Ni-CAT@CC was

completed. To monitor human behaviors, the copper foil is coated with silver paste to fix the copper wire on

the surface of the Ni-CAT@CC composites film for good bonding. A 27-year-old healthy male volunteer was

recruited from the Suzhou Institute of Nano-Tech and Nano-Bionics and gave informed consent prior to

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Nickel(II) acetate tetrahydrate Aladdin CAS:6018-89-9

2,3,6,7,10,11-Hexahydroxytriphenylene hydrate Aladdin CAS:4877-80-9

Potassium hydroxide Aladdin CAS:1310-58-3

Software and algorithms

Origin 2023 OriginLab https://www.originlab.com

3ds Max 2021 Autodesk http://www.autodesk.com
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testing. The Ni-CAT@CC based sensor was attached to the volunteer’s skin with medical scotch tape to

monitor joint movement. In the test, both ends of the senor were connected to a Keithley 2450 source meter,

and the senor collected data on the computer via the Keithley 2450 source meter.

Fabrication and assembly of the soft-packaged aqueous Ni-Zn battery

The soft-packaged aqueous Ni-Zn battery was constructed based on Ni-CAT@CC composite film. Firstly,

the Ni-CAT@CC composite film (232 cm2) was activated by an electrochemical workstation. The activation

process was carried out in 1 M KOH aqueous electrolyte via a three-electrode system, where Ni-CAT@CC

composite film, Ag/AgCl electrode, and Pt wire were used as the working, reference and counter elec-

trodes, respectively. After the cyclic voltammetry (CV) curves of the Ni-CAT@CC composite film were per-

formed at a scan rate of 20 mV s-1, 30 mV s-1, and 50 mV s-1 for five times with the voltage window from 0 to

0.5 V, respectively, the activation of the Ni-CAT@CC composite film was completed. The soft-packaged

aqueous Ni-Zn battery with a typical sandwich structure was assembled using a piece of polished Zn foil

(232 cm2), a piece of activated Ni-CAT@CC composite film (232 cm2), glass microfiber filters as the anode,

the cathode, and the separator, respectively. Then a few drops of 1 M KOH solution were added to the

separator. Cu foils were bonded to the respective anode and cathode. Finally, the cell was packed using

the aluminum plastic film with top and side sealing.

Characterization and measurement

Scanning electron microscopic (SEM) images were obtained using a Hitachi Regulus 8230. The microstruc-

ture of the Ni-CAT@CC composite film was measured by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, FEI Tec-

nai G2 F20). The surface chemical elemental compositions of Ni-CAT@CC composite film were evaluated

by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) using a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha spectrometer. The X-ray

diffractometer (XRD, D8 Advance Bruker) was used to analyze the crystal structure of the samples in the

range of 2q = 5–60�. The pressure testing system composed of universal testing machine (ZQ-990a, Dong-

guan Zhiqu Precision Instrument), a source meter (Keithley 2450), and a signal acquisition computer.

Response time and recovery time were tested using an oscilloscope (LUCK-3, digital storage oscilloscope).

The electrochemical properties of the batteries were evaluated by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvano-

static charge-discharge (GCD) using a multichannel electrochemical workstation (CorrTest CS3104).
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